Now letting k increase to in nity nishes the proof. }
Here is a sketch of a PDE proof for part (a) in the proof above: Let P be the solution to (6){(7). For a given 2C, consider the function W = (SP S ) 0 + ( )P = P d i=1 S i P S i i + ( )P , where P S is the vector of partial derivatives of P with respect to S i , i = 1; : : : ; d. By Theorem 13.1 in Rockafellar (1970) , to prove that portfolio of (8) takes values in C, it is su cient (and necessary) to prove that W is nonnegative for all 2C. It is not di cult to see (assuming enough smoothness) that W solves PDE (6), too. Moreover, it is also possible to check that the vector 
Therefore the supremum (over D) of the initial expression is obtained for = 0. Similarly for conditional expectations of (4). Now it follows from Theorems 6.6 and 6.7 in Cvitani c and Karatzas (1993) thatb(S T ) can be replicated by a portfolio which satis es the constraints. Moreover, under Feynman-Kac assumptions, its value function is the solution to (6){ (7), and the portfolio is given by (8).
(b) To conclude we have to show that to hedge b(S T ) we have to hedge at leastb(S T ). Denote by P (t; S t ; b) the value function corresponding to claim b(S T ), i.e., P (t; S t ; b) = P (t; S t ) of (4). It remains to prove that the left limit of P (t; S; b) at t = T is larger thanb(S T ). For this, let f k g be the maximizing sequence in the coneC attainingb(S), i.e., such that b(Se ? k )e ? ( k ) converges tob(S) as k goes to in nity. Then, using (for xed t < T ) constant deterministic controls k =(T ? t) in (4), we get Numerical results are given in Table 5 . Unfortunately, although we were \lucky" in the case of lookback options, it seems unlikely that there is a general result for path-dependent options, and so the analysis has to be done on a case-by-case basis. The reason is partly because the PDEs for the pricing function di er from one path-dependent option to another. To obtain results on the seller's cost with constraints, one would have to nd a corresponding PDE for the price without constraints, and then check whether there is a (minimal) way of modifying boundary conditions so that the constraints become satis ed. It has recently been shown in Wystup (1997) that this is possible for barrier options.
Constraints on portfolio amounts
Suppose instead of constraints on portfolio weights, that there are constraints on portfolio amounts, described by set C. In this case it is possible to show, using methods of Cvitani c and Karatzas (1993) , that the (dominating) value process for the seller is given by P (t; S t ) = sup each asset.
Path-dependent options
We rst consider lookback options with payo s which depend on the terminal asset price as well as the maximum or minimum price over a given time period. For example, the payo of a lookback call option is b(S T ; S ? ) = S T ? S ? , where S ? 4 = min 0 t T S t . Theorem 2 is not directly applicable in this case. For these and other path-dependent options, there is an abstract formula corresponding to (4); see Cvitani c and Karatzas (1993) or Karatzas and Kou (1996) . It is easier in this case to use the PDE arguments indicated in Appendix, if one knows the PDE of the option in the unconstrained case. In the lookback call case, it can be checked that 
where in fact min(y; Se ? ) = y on the domain y S and for 0. That this is the lower bound follows from an argument such as the one of the proof of Theorem 2, part (b). To see that the value of this bound can be replicated, one can use the maximum principle for PDE's again, and the fact that the corresponding value function here is a function of (S; y) de ned on S y, and the PDE This example illustrates several di cult features of the problem. Bounding the terminal gamma by g does not lead to a bound of g on the portfolio gamma for t < T . The conservative approach illustrated here is clearly not optimal, since the portfolio gamma is bounded above by a constant which is strictly smaller than g. Finally, notice in Figure 4 that the maximum value of gamma depends on S, so an exact procedure would need to account for this dependence. One could discretize the problem and formulate a linear program to solve the discrete problem as in Naik and Uppal (1994) .
In the previous example, the unconstrained Black-Scholes option value is $9.635 and the option gamma is 0.0183 at time t = 0. Constraining the super-replicating portfolio gamma to 0.01 and applying the conservative approach outlined above leads to a replication cost of $16.506. The e ect on the option value is large because the terminal value of gamma with S = K is in nite. Table 4 shows how the super-replication cost varies with the gamma constraint for a range of option parameters.
Extensions
In this section we brie y consider extensions of the results to path-dependent options. We also consider constraints on portfolio amounts and constraints on the number of units (e.g., shares) of functionb b for whichb SS g is the value function (under some conditions) of the optimal stopping problemb (
To solve this problem, one looks for the function for whichb SS =g in the continuation region, with inequality outside, and which dominates b. Typically, the solution is of the quadratic form inside the continuation region, and equal to b(s) on the boundary and outside, and one uses the smooth t conditions to get the coe cients (matching the rst derivatives). (17) and is otherwise equal to b(S). In the case K ? 1=(2g) < 0, we don't have to worry about smooth t at zero, so we draw a parabola going through origin and smoothly hitting S ? K. 
andb(S) = S ? K otherwise.
To recap, the functionb given by (17) or (18) de nes a payo which dominates b(S) and whose Black-Scholes hedging strategy will have its gamma no greater thange (T?t)( 2 +r) at time t. In particular, the gamma of the hedging portfolio will not exceedge T ( 2 +r) = g. Similarly, if one prices an American option with the payo (at time t)b(S)e (T?t)( 2 +r) such thatb SS (S) g, the corresponding gamma will not exceed ge (T?t)( 2 +r) at time t.
Example
Consider a European call option to be super-replicated by a portfolio whose gamma should not exceed g = 0:01. Suppose for illustration that K = 100, r = 5%, = 30%, and T = 0:5. Set g = ge ?T( 2 +r) = 0:00932. Since K ?1=(2g) > 0, setb according to equation (17) . At the maturity of the option it is guaranteed that the portfolio gamma is bounded above byg < g. For 0 t T it is guaranteed that the gamma is bounded above by g. In fact, at t = 0 the maximum value of gamma is 0.00995, i.e., slightly less than the desired bound of 0.01. See Figure 4 for an illustration. gamma will satisfy P SS (t; S) ge ?t( 2 +r) , for any 0 t T and S > 0, by the maximum principle. In particular, gamma will satisfy P SS (t; S) g. However, this is not necessarily the least expensive way of bounding gamma from above. In order to nd the least expensive way, one would have to nd the function which always satis es Black-Scholes PDE as inequality, with equality if P SS (t; S) < g. In other words, this is related to an American option problem, with the condition P SS g. Finding an analytical solution to this problem seems quite di cult. Instead we illustrate the conservative approach described above. More precisely, if the payo is given by b(S), we look for the minimal functionb dominating b, and having a prescribed bound on the second derivative, if such exists. We show that this indeed will be the case, if we only prescribe an upper bound on gamma. Roughly speaking, this is because the second derivative of the minimum of two functions is smaller than the minimum of their second derivatives. This is not the case for a lower bound (although in many cases convexity will be preserved, and the lower bound will be zero).
What follows is a rough description of how to construct suchb. All the statements can be proved, under reasonable conditions, using standard arguments of optimal stopping (see, for example, Oksendal 1992). Consider the following optimal stopping problem
where is a stopping time on an in nite horizon, and dS = SdW , S(0) = s. Thenb(s) is the smallest superharmonic function (i.e., satisfyingb SS 0), such thatb b. Similarly, the smallest 
Gamma Bounds
In this section we set d = 1 for simplicity and consider only European claims of the form b(S(T )). It is often of practical interest to have some bounds on the \gamma" of the hedging portfolio, namely P SS ( ). This is because if gamma is too large, so is the trading volume. A conservative way of approaching the problem is to notice that function (t; S) 7 ! S 2 P SS (t; S) ? gS 2 e ?t( 2 +r) also solves the Black-Scholes equation (here, g is a positive constant). Therefore, if the terminal conditionb(S) has a second derivative in S bounded above byg = ge ?T( 2 +r) , the corresponding Numerical results for four di erent types of options are given in Table 2 . For American calls to have value in excess of their European counterparts, a constant dividend rate of = 10% is used. For standard European calls, setting u = 40 increases the super-replicating cost relative to the unconstrained case by a few cents. But for European digital calls, the e ect on the price is much larger, e.g., over fty cents when = 20%. Even mild constraints on the replicating portfolio can have signi cant price implications for digital options. For European digital options in the extreme case of u = 0, the optimal strategy is to invest De ?rT in the riskless bond. For American digital calls with u = 0, an amount equal to the initial asset price S 0 is invested in the riskless bond.
Options on multiple assets
With multiple assets there are many economically reasonable sets of constraints. We focus on two types of constraints in the case d = 2. First, suppose that borrowing is restricted. This can be modelled by taking C 1 = f 2 R 2 : 1 + 2 ug. Second, we consider bounds on the rst asset only, i.e., C 2 = f 2 R 2 : 1 ug. The payo of a call option on the maximum of two asset prices is b(S 1 ; S 2 ) = (max(S 1 ; S 2 ) ? K) + . With constraints C 1 and u > 1, it can be shown that the dominating claim is given bŷ b(S 1 ; S 2 ) = 
Numerical results for European max options on d = 2 assets are given in Table 3 . Since C 1 C 2 , the minimum replication cost is higher with constraints C 1 compared to C 2 . As with the other examples, the absolute and relative impact of the constraints is greater at lower volatilities than at high volatilities. With constraints C 1 and u = 1, the option cost equals the common value of the initial asset prices plus the value of an exchange option (see Margrabe 1978) . The examples in this section illustrate both the generality and ease of applicability of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. As we saw in Figure 3 , the gamma of the replicating portfolio typically decreases as the portfolio constraints are tightened. In the next section we consider the problem of directly constraining the gamma of the super-replicating portfolio. volatility. Hence low volatility leads to terminal asset prices whereb di ers from b, i.e., the impact of constraints tends to be greater when volatility is low. .239 (0.504) 1 100.000 (1.000) 100.000 (1.000) 100.000 (1.000) Option parameters: S 0 = 100, r = 0:05, and T = 0:5. given in parentheses. In Naik and Uppal (1994), for the limited borrowing European call case in a discrete-time framework, the authors nd a \critical stock price" boundary, i.e., a curve below which the constraint is binding and above which it is not. Here, in continuous time, the constraint is never binding for t < T . Indeed, using (12) one can check that S @b @S (S)=b(S) u, for all S > 0, with strict inequality for some S. Then using an argument similar to the one after the proof of Theorem 2 in the Appendix, the strong maximum principle implies that portfolio process t of (8) satis es t < u for t < T .
Standard put option
Numerical results for European call options are given in Table 1 . To be speci c, consider the case with K = 100 and = 0:3. In the unconstrained case, u = 1, the option is initially worth 9.635, the delta is 0.589, and 1 0 = 6:11. If 1 t is restricted to 20 or less, the minimum superreplication cost rises to 9.863, restricted to 10 or less the cost rises to 10.509. In the case 1 1 the seller must hold the stock alone and the minimum cost for super-replication is S 0 = 100. Table 1 shows that constraints have a greater relative and absolute impact for lower volatilities than higher volatilities. This observation is consistent with Figure 1 which shows thatb is signi cantly di erent from b for S near K, whileb is equal or approximately equal to b for S K and S K. When S 0 is near K, the probability that S T will be close to K is larger under low volatility than high Next we proceed to solve for the dominating claim for standard call options, put options, and digital options. Later we consider options on multiple assets and lookback options. Examples are given for American and European options.
Standard call option
The payo function of a call option is b(S) = (S ? K) + . In this case short-selling constraints do not matter, i.e.,b does not depend on l. (12) Figure 1 illustratesb for several values of u. As the borrowing constraint is tightened, i.e., as u decreases,b(S) increases, and so does the seller's cost. For xed u, the e ect of the constraint decreases as the option moves in-the-money, i.e., as S increases beyond K. This is reasonable, since replicating an in-the-money option requires less leverage than an at-the-money option. Figure 2 illustrates how the delta of the portfolio strategy varies for several values of u. Recall that the delta is the number of units of the asset in the super-replicating portfolio. From equation (8), the delta is (S t ) 4 = t P (t; S t )=S t = P S (t; S t ). For deep in-the-money options, the portfolio delta decreases as the borrowing constraint is tightened, i.e., as u decreases. The reverse happens for deep out-of-the-money options. The results in Figure 2 are consistent with the observations in Naik and Uppal (1994) . The gamma of the portfolio is de ned by ?(S t ) 4 = @ (S t )=@S t . Figure 3 shows how the gamma of the portfolio varies with S and u. For a large range of asset prices S around the strike K, the gamma decreases as the borrowing constraint is tightened. However, the pattern reverses for deep out-of-the-money and in-the-money options. We will return to the gamma of the portfolio in the next section. which justi es the term dominating. In what follows we use the term Feynman-Kac assumptions to refer to those assumptions under which the relevant expected values satisfy the corresponding PDE's. A set of such assumptions is given in Du e (1996) .
Here is our main result:
Theorem 2: The seller's cost P (t; S t ) of super-replicating the claim b(S T ) with the closed convex set of constraints C is the Black-Scholes cost function for the dominating claimb(S T ) without constraints. In particular, ifb satis es the Feynman-Kac assumptions, denoting a = 0 , P (t; S) is the solution to the PDE
with the terminal condition
Moreover, the corresponding self-nancing portfolio strategy satis es the constraints t 2 C for all t 2 0; T ]. In particular, under the Feynman-Kac assumptions, it is given by i t = S i t P S i (t; S t ) P (t; S t ) ; i = 1; : : : ; d:
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in the Appendix. It should be remarked that from the results in Karatzas and Kou (1996) , it follows that if P (t; S t ) = 0 in (8), then we can take t to be equal to any vector in C. Using a result from Karatzas and Kou (1995) , stating that for American options one gets the same type of representation as in (4) by taking an additional supremum over all stopping times, we get Corollary 1: The seller's cost P (t; S t ) for super-replicating an American claim b(S t ) with closed convex constraints C is the cost function of the unconstrained American dominating claimb(S t ).
Examples
We rst consider the case of a single asset, i.e., d = 1, and constraints of the type
Optimal Replication of Contingent Claims Under Portfolio Constraints 4 t in C for all t 2 0; T ]. 5 By super-replication we mean that the wealth process almost surely dominates the value of the claim b(S T ) at times t = T . We consider super-replication since exact replication is generally not possible when there are portfolio constraints, and even when exact replication is possible super-replication may be cheaper.
De nition 1: De ne the seller's cost of the claim b to be the minimum initial amount of money (possibly in nite) which is needed to super-replicate b(S T ) with a self-nancing portfolio strategy t which satis es t 2 C for all t 2 0; T ]. Denote by P (t; S t ) the corresponding minimum superreplicating value process for the seller at time t.
For exact de nitions of self-nancing strategies and precise mathematical descriptions of the above de nition we refer the interested reader to Karatzas and Kou (1996) . Moreover, it is shown there that the de ned processes and values exist, unless they are in nite.
To state our results in this general framework, we need to introduce the support function ( ) 
We will show that this complex looking stochastic control problem has a simple solution. Given a claim b and a closed convex set of portfolio constraints C, we de ne the dominating claimb bŷ b(S) = sup an extension of the discrete time linear programming solution given in Naik and Uppal (1994) . 3 The model and the main results of the paper are given in the next section. Examples and illustrations are given in Section 2. Constraints on the gamma of the portfolio are treated in Section 3. Extensions to path-dependent options and alternative types of constraints are given in Section 4. Proofs are deferred to the Appendix.
The Model and Main Results
We consider a Black-Scholes-Merton nancial market consisting of a riskless bond and d risky assets which are traded continuously on the nite time span 0; T ]. The bond price and the d-dimensional vector of asset prices evolve according to the stochastic di erential equations . Throughout the paper, we assume that the portfolio value process is nonnegative.
In this case, the no-borrowing constraint, 0 0, is equivalent to setting K = f 2 R Since the pioneering option pricing work of Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) , much research has focused on relaxing the assumptions of a perfect market. The types of market imperfections which have been studied include transactions costs, di erential borrowing and lending rates, trading restrictions, and leverage constraints. Although there is an extensive transactions cost literature, 1 option hedging under portfolio (or leverage) constraints has received much less attention. Naik and Uppal (1994) rst studied the e ects of leverage constraints on the pricing and hedging of stock and bond options in discrete time. 2 In this paper we extend the work of Naik and Uppal (1994) to the continuous-time framework. In particular, we solve for the minimum cost portfolio which super-replicates the payo of a contingent claim when there are convex constraints on the portfolio weights. Super-replication allows the hedging strategy to generate portfolio values which strictly exceed the contingent claim payo in some states. Edirisinghe, Naik, and Uppal (1993) noted that a super-replication may be much cheaper than exact replication. Our solution is fairly simple and intuitively appealing. To price an option with portfolio constraints we rst create a dominating claim, i.e., one whose payo s are increased in an appropriate way relative to the original claim. We show that the price of the original claim with constraints is the price of the dominating claim without constraints. The latter can be priced using standard risk-neutral valuation procedures. This solution provides an intuitive view of the increased cost due to constraints, namely, the additional hedging cost arises from pricing a claim with a higher payo . Our solution applies to a wide variety of contingent claims, including American options, options on multiple assets, and some path-dependent options (e.g., lookback options). The solution o ers numerical advantages as well.
The dominating claim solution ties together two strands of literature on portfolio constraints. It joins the nance literature initiated in Naik and Uppal (1994) with the mathematical nance literature in Cvitani c and Karatzas (1993) , Bardhan (1995), El Karoui and Quenez (1995) , and Karatzas and Kou (1995, 1996) . Naik and Uppal (1994) derive an explicit recursive solution to a linear programming formulation of the minimum cost hedging problem with leverage constraints. The latter papers derive an abstract stochastic control representation for the same problem in continuous time and provide some bounds and complex approximation schemes for calculating them. In Karatzas and Kou (1995, 1996) it is shown that the minimum cost of super-replication for the buyer, and the corresponding cost for the seller of a claim, form an interval collapsing to the Black-Scholes price if there are no constraints. There is no arbitrage in the constrained market if and only if the price of the claim is contained in the interval. The dominating claim approach provides an explicit solution to the continuous time stochastic control formulation and represents
Abstract
We study the problem of determining the minimum cost of super-replicating a nonnegative contingent claim when there are convex constraints on the portfolio weights. It is shown that the optimal cost with constraints is equal to the price of a related claim without constraints. The related claim is a dominating claim, i.e., a claim whose payo s are increased in an appropriate way relative to the original claim. The results hold for a wide variety of options, including standard European and American calls and puts, multi-asset options, and some path-dependent options. We also provide a somewhat similar analysis when there are constraints on the gamma of the replicating portfolio. Constraints on portfolio amounts and constraints on number of shares of assets are also considered.
